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Optimized Data Management with
Proactive Data Volume Reduction
Analysis
Powered by Solution Manager as a Managed Service

Over the years, every SAP system begins to
accumulate a large amount of data, and we all know
that data is the life blood of any business. However,
the staggering growth of data in today’s complex
system environments makes it imperative to
develop a strong data management strategy to
control costs and reduce risk.
The pain points associated with lack of sufficient
archiving are self-evident: uncontrolled database
growth, slow-running reports and backups, long
runtimes for audits and period-end closing, along
with unpredictable runtimes for transformation
services like support packs and upgrades. If you
don’t have the time or space to create a sandbox to
apply support packs, what happens? You wait, and
the next thing you know, years have gone by and
you are far behind.
The right partner can provide your business with
insight into the current data environment, along
with options for archiving and purging of data for
more efficient operations.

HOW IT WORKS & BENEFITS
itelligence Proactive Data Reduction Analysis
provides your business with ongoing analysis and
recommendations to reduce and maintain the size of
your SAP database. An honest and detailed
evaluation of your situation and a regular
assessment on a quarterly basis will provide your
business with many benefits:


Reduction of complexity and cost



Increased compliance



Data quality and content management



Ability to control data growth and properly plan
your infrastructure



Recommendations for improved data processing
times and performance



Access to Solution Manager as a Service



Savings on investments in hardware

Solution Manager as a
Managed Service

1

No infrastructure, license, or
upgrade costs

Solution Manager as a Managed Service
(SMaaMS) allows you to realize the full benefits
of Solution Manager without having to worry
about maintaining hardware, configuring the
system, and having the internal knowledge to
keep the system up to date.
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Predictable and affordable
pricing
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Complete set-up and
configuration in two weeks
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